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To Whom it may concern.
We have been asked to provide a letter of reference by Legalett Canada who were the suppliers
of materials for our Legalett Foundation System. The Legalett Foundation system provides the
comfort heat for the lower level of our house, it provides frost protection to our slab foundation,
and also when the upper level is not in use and the doors closed, keeps the rooms comfortable
and not too cool.
We moved into our new house on the 15th of December 1999, and have spent a very comfortable
winter. the floors are warm for our feet and we have found no dampness or mould on them. The
temperature is very comfortable and constant, not even effected when we open the doors in the
cold weather. We are plant lovers and our semi-tropical plants have all survived well. The power
was off for about four hours one night and we would not have known other than the clocks were
wrong. Humidity has remained around 50% which is good for us and the plants.
The Legalett System is quite silent, the fans are not too noisy, it requires no movement of room air
therefore the rooms are quite dust free. With the heat in the floor our thermostat is set on 68ºF.
or 19ºC. which has led to a heating bill of $650.00 since December for a house of 2,800 sq. ft.
and this includes hot water. We are not aware of any maintenance problems at this time.
We have been asked many times how we like the house and our reply has been, “like a dream”.
It has an excellent draft free atmosphere, no change from room to room. With the windows that
we have all facing the lake it is remarkable. We are very happy that we chose and selected this
provider. We were site foremen and watched their every move. Their workmanship and skills
were very good and we would not hesitate to use the Legalett System again.
If we can provide any more information, please do not hesitate to contact us or even view.
Yours Sincerely,

